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We are the National Inventors Hall of Fame: the driving force behind lifelong 
innovation, paying forward America’s rich history of invention and securing our 
country’s competitive advantage for the future.

Vision Statement

(Inductee Steve Sasson, inventor of the digital camera, with senior executives from the United States Patent and Trademark Office and Camp Invention participants)
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About Us

Camp Invention®

Kindergarten - Sixth

Camp Invention promotes innovation, STEM 
concepts, Intellectual Property Literacy™, 
entrepreneurship and 21st century skills such 
as collaboration, critical thinking and creative 
problem solving—all while being inspired by 
the brightest thinkers, the Inductees of the 
National Inventors Hall of Fame.

Invention Project®

Sixth - Ninth

Invention Project promotes 21st century 
skills including teamwork, communication 
and collaboration, as well as financial literacy, 
through engaging, hands-on challenges 
that merge invention and business concepts. 
Students are given opportunities to create 
new, inventive designs while considering 
business concepts such as rapid prototyping, 
market research and shipping and profit.

Professional  
Development

Our programs reinforce educationally sound, 
evidence-based instructional methods 
centered on inquiry and engineering design 
processes. Our trainings provide immersive, 
hands-on experiences and promote open, 
safe environments that encourage risk taking 
and searching for solutions.

Club Invention®

First - Sixth

Club Invention is an exciting after-school 
program inspired by the Inductees of the 
National Inventors Hall of Fame. Based on the 
same guiding principles as Camp Invention, 
children work in teams to brainstorm solutions 
to everyday challenges and enhance their 
understanding of essential STEM concepts 
through immersive, hands-on activities.

Invention Playground®

Preschool

Invention Playground takes a child's natural 
curiosity and transforms it into innovation 
through imagination and play. This program 
identifies natural learning opportunities 
for preschoolers to develop and grow 
foundational STEM skills through song, 
literacy and hands-on play to understand 
independent thinking and problem solving in 
its most creative and innovative way.

“In support of our mission to recognize inventors and invention, 
celebrate our country’s rich, innovative history, and advance 
the spirit of innovation and entrepreneurship we would like to 
announce our My Innovation Icon Initiative. The objective is to 
introduce and educate children on the inventors who have made 
a significant impact on our world, so they begin identifying these 
innovators as their role models. Our goal by 2020 is for 100% of 
our educational program participants to name an inventor as their 
career role model.”

Michael J. Oister, CEO
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The National Inventors Hall of Fame, founded in 1973, recognizes over 500 world-changing 
inventors from Thomas Edison to Steve Jobs. Our education programs impact over 150,000 
students and educators each year.

In 2017 we inducted 15 innovators 
into the National Inventors Hall of 
Fame, bringing our total number of 
Inductees to 547.

Our education programs impact over 
41,000 underserved children annually 
through $4.8 million in scholarship 
funds and local district support.

As leaders in STEM programming 
for 27 years, over 1.25 million 
students have been immersed in  
our programs.

Our curricula currently include the 
challenges and achievements of 
more than 100 National Inventors 
Hall of Fame Inductees.

We have over 2,300 education 
programs hosted annually in all  
50 states and Puerto Rico.

We partner with over 1,400 
schools and districts and 15,000 
educators annually.

National Impact
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Implementation Options
Traditional:
Our traditional programs begin with one of three 
available price points: Standard, Premium and 
PremiumPlus. These varied price points offer our 
educational partners stipends that are competitive 
and meet the demand of the region. We work with our 
educational partners to determine the price point that 
leads to the greatest success of the program. Variations 
from the selected price point include Building Use Fees 
(increase) or local or national scholarships (decrease).

Funded:
Parent-Paid: 
The majority of our programs utilize a parent-paid tuition 
model. With this model, the National Inventors Hall of Fame 
manages all of your registrations and payments. Parent-paid 
is no cost to district or organization.

National: 
Targeted toward underserved districts and communities,  
our national fundraising team pursues full or partial 
scholarships through partnerships with corporations  
and philanthropic organizations throughout the nation.

Local: 
Community-level fundraising by grassroots efforts from 
Directors, Instructors and parent volunteers; supported  
by school districts, local businesses, organizations  
and/or individuals.

District Funded: 
Federal, state and local funds managed by a district are 
eligible to fund all of our educational programs.

Licensed:
Districts and organizations purchase a one-time license to 
use National Inventors Hall of Fame curricula and materials, 
giving them the freedom to market and run the program 
their way.

*additional pricing options available 
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Invention Playground®
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Program Content
Invention Playground®

It’s never too early to start innovating. Invention Playground helps your preschool children discover their 
inner innovator, placing them on the road to creativity with fun, engaging educational programs focused  
on problem solving, open-ended activities, curiosity and play.

INVENTION PLAYGROUND

SHAKE, RATTLE AND ROLL™
Explore the science of sound using vibrations and sound 
waves! Children play fun games utilizing specialized sound 
locators—their ears! Megaphones, instruments and sound 
catchers let children fine-tune their listening skills and 
memory, and discover that they can invent through play. 

It took Nico and Zoe quite a while to clean up their 
water experiments, but it was worth the fun! They 
made so many discoveries about sinking, floating, and 
pushing water out of the way! What did you discover?

They were excited to open their next present and get a 
third clue about the final mystery present. They read 
their next postcard, and it said:

7

MYSTERY PRESENT™
One, two, three, four, five clues that children receive help 
them unlock the secret of the Mystery Present through 
buoyancy, circuitry and even the science of bubbles. Children 
receive postcards from places like New York, China and South 
America, encouraging them to build, tinker and discover in an 
effort to unlock the final mystery. 

ZOOM: Where Innovation Begins™
Children explore STEM careers ranging from the depths of 
the ocean all the way to outer space. They discover what it’s 
like to be a chemist, a veterinarian, an architect and a rocket 
scientist. ZOOM is where innovative thinking begins.

POD PALS CRUISE THE GALAXY™ 
Intergalactic exploration and fuzzy, funny creatures called 
Pod Pals inspire children to discover concepts such as gravity 
and structural stability as they build super tall, super strong 
towers. They help the Pod Pals travel the galaxy by inventing 
the ultimate space ship controls and then building and 
launching space ships! 
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Licensed
Districts and organizations purchase a one-time license to 
use Invention Playground curricula and materials, giving 
them the freedom to market and run the program their way.

INVENTION PLAYGROUND

Value-Added Benefit:
Professional Development: Invention Playground 
provides your educators with practical, research-based 
strategies to bring innovation and creativity into their 
classrooms. Our engaging curricula is founded on 
scientific inquiry and the engineering design process, 
which connects their classrooms with real-world invention 
processes. Through Invention Playground, educators 
and paraprofessionals learn how to incorporate play 
with open-ended questions and scientific investigation. 
Your educators meet their personal and professional 
development goals through Invention Playground’s 
immersive, hands-on experiences.

National Inventors Hall of Fame  
provides:

• Complete, easy-to-follow curriculum for four modules, 
each with ten, 45-minute sessions equaling 30 hours of 
total content, including lesson plans and step-by-step 
instructions.

• Materials for up to 25 participants.

Host Site provides:
• Classroom space

• Instructors

Pricing Options:
• $3,500* 

• Each program includes all four Invention Playground modules.

*Alternative pricing options available.
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Camp Invention®
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Program Highlights

Camp Invention offers unique learning opportunities 
for both educators and children, aligning with national 
education standards while meeting the needs of both 
primary and intermediate students. Our support teams 
provide your educators with ongoing assistance and 
coaching every step of the way, ensuring your students 
learn valuable life lessons, which contribute to college 
and career readiness. Flexible scheduling options are 
available to meet your individual needs.

Title I, Title II, Title III, 21st CCLC, Migrant Education 
and Early Learning Challenge funding, as well as state 
and local funding sources, are applicable resources for 
all of our education programs.

Connects participants 
to inventors who 

have changed,  
and continue to 

change, the world.

Makes the intangible 
tangible through 

sketching and 
prototyping, just like 
the Inductees of the 
National Inventors 

Hall of Fame.

Introduces new 
programs annually to 
ensure that new and 

returning participants 
have a dynamic 
and memorable 

experience.
Immerses children in 
fun STEM challenges 

that emphasize 
creative problem 

solving, collaboration 
and entrepreneurship 
through innovation.

CAMP INVENTION
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What's New in 2018?
FAST FORWARD
In Fast Forward, children explore the technology behind self-driving 
cars and invent a vehicle of the future. Campers use real tools to 
take apart a mechanical robot dog. They design futuristic dream 
homes with smart furniture and smart energy. It’s a whale of a good 
time as children get to think big, be bold and see their ideas “stick.” 

Mod My Mini Mansion™

If you could program your home to do anything, what would you tell it to do? That’s 
what children get to explore in the Mod My Mini Mansion module. They receive 
small boxes to arrange for their home’s structure and then get to work on designing 
their smart homes inside and out. From talking mirrors to toasters that know how to 
cook their favorite foods, children invent and build models of these smart gadgets 
and gizmos. At the end of the program, participants will bring home their model 
dream home filled with smart ideas that could be the next big thing!

Robotic Pet Vet™

Children become robotic pet veterinarians. They use real tools to take 
apart robotic dogs and compare their inner mechanics to the biology 
of animals. Then they receive their very own robotic dog that they get 
to personalize and bring home. Throughout the program, participants 
diagnose puppy problems and design and build dog parks as they 
hammer out their ideas for the best dog park attraction.

Take a look into the future!

CAMP INVENTION
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Optibot™

Children explore sensors by experimenting with their own Optibot—a 
small driving bot that senses changes in dark and light surfaces. They 
design tracks for their bots to follow while exploring all the different 
modes of transportation. Land, sea and air vehicles inspire children to 
consider their surroundings so that they can design a futuristic vehicle  
that might one day be reality.

Stick To It™

Inventing is fun, but it isn’t always easy. That’s the inspiration behind 
the module Stick To It and what many Inductees of the National 
Inventors Hall of Fame know to be true. Children receive new 
challenges each day that inspire them to think big, be bold and 
never give up. They build fake cupcake catapult launchers, make 
dinos dance using mechanical gearboxes and get the green light  
to wire circuits and bring their ideas to life. 

CAMP INVENTION
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Additional Programs
CREATE
In Create, children learn basic principles of motion by designing 
their own amusement park, solve hands-on construction 
problems by using the Creative Problem Solving process and 
clean up water and air pollution by reviving a town destroyed by 
garbage and air pollution.

• Imagination Point: Ride Physics™ takes children on a wild ride as 
design interns for the world’s newest (and largest) amusement 
park, building prototypes of roller coasters and other rides, 
while exploring the science of physics. 

• In Problem Solving on Planet Zak®, children overcome 
challenges by using proven problem-solving methods such as 
CPS, Attribute Listing, Force-Fitting and Brainstorming. 

• Finally, children help clean up a town polluted by adults in 
Saving Sludge City™ by using their creativity and problem-
solving power to innovate new ways of removing pollution.

INNOVATE
In Innovate, children help build a digital world, power robotic 
creatures and restore mathematical knowledge to a kingdom.

• In Hatched™, children help a digital resident of the Internet 
create the most outstanding digital world possible through 
teamwork, imagination and creative problem-solving skills. 

• Power’d™ has children exploring new types of energy to help 
a mysterious scientist power his imaginary beings using wind, 
solar and hydro power. 

• Children help King Pattern restore beauty to his kingdom in 
SMArt: Science, Math and Art™. Alongside the fearless knight 
Tessa Lation, children restore mathematical knowledge and 
order in the Pattern Kingdom by increasing the appreciation of 
mathematics in the kingdom’s citizens.

EPIC
In Epic, children explore circuitry by adopting a solar-powered 
cricket and pitch their best clean, green energy designs for an 
exotic resort park. They create the invention of their dreams 
by reverse engineering machines and become scientists, 
programmers and biologists by exploring everything from cup-
tower explosions to programming and the chemistry of slime.

• In CrickoBot™, teams discover biomimetics by investigating the 
biology of a cricket and apply these ideas to create new insect-
inspired innovations, evade an eight-legged, motorized spider 
predator and build a larger-than-life set of musical wings. 

• Epic Park™ has children exploring entrepreneurship and physics 
as they team up with Angel Investor and Ed Venture to develop 
cutting-edge technology for a new island resort park using zip 
lines, water rides and treasure seeking, hi-tech eco-gear. 

• I Can Invent: Maker Studio™ allows children to explore their own 
imaginations by using parts found from reverse engineering 
machines to create an invention from scratch, or solve a 
challenge from the Inventor Challenge Wheel. 

• Children explore demolition, coding, chemistry and circuits in 
The Lab: Where Pigs Fly and Anything Is Possible™ by testing 
out more than a dozen experiments, sure to sprout something 
fascinating in their imaginations.

* Additional programs used for locations running multiple weeks.

CAMP INVENTION
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Camp Invention Accelerate
English Language Arts and Math 
Accelerate is an add-on to our flagship program, Camp Invention. The program combines our Camp Invention principles—creativity, innovation and 
fun—with mathematical concepts and literacy to positively transform students’ summer learning experience.

Fair Games™ - Math 
Children have been invited to go on tour with Captain Sam 
Dabble, a carnival worker who has traveled the globe with the 
most elite troupes. Captain Sam has but one quest wherever he 
goes—to invent newer, better games that people love to play! 
While working with Captain Sam, children are introduced to the 
concepts of measurement, number operations, geometry and 
algebraic thinking through traditional games. Children are chal-
lenged to modify, design and build their own renditions of these 
fun-filled games people will want to play over and over again!

CAMP INVENTION

Plot Coasters™ - Literacy 
Fasten your seat belts and climb aboard Plot Coasters! Rise, fall, twist 
and turn along a creative writing track! Build an original narrative 
while conducting hands-on physics investigations. Children work as 
design interns for the world’s newest and largest amusement park—
Imagination Point! They are challenged to build exciting rides that will 
attract visitors and write a best-selling story that can be sold in the 
gift shop. Get ready for thrills, chills and, hopefully, just a few spills!
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Traditional
Traditional Camp Invention programs provide a turnkey delivery 
and implementation experience. Included in this experience are 
marketing and promotional collateral, complete program materials, 
full curricula and instructional documents, liability insurance, team 
member compensation, online registration services and dedicated 
customer support.

Traditional Camp Invention programs are typically hosted at a 
local school, led by a local site coordinator and taught by certified 
educators within the host school district.

Leadership Intern Program: This volunteer experience provides high school 
and college students with real-world leadership training as they guide Camp 
Invention participants through their program. Included in the training are 
introductory concepts about mentorship, entrepreneurship, Intellectual 
Property Literacy™ and professionalism. Based on knowledge gained from 
the Inductees of the National Inventors Hall of Fame, the Leadership Intern 
program is the ultimate résumé or college application builder by providing 40 
service learning hours and a reference letter from the United States Patent and 
Trademark Office.

Extended Day: The Extended Day program makes Camp Invention 
convenient for parents with working schedules. While a normal Camp 
Invention program runs for 32.5 hours a week, locations choosing to include 
Extended Day operate around 50 hours a week, typically from the hours of 
7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. The additional time beyond the typical Camp Invention 
program is filled with activities from the Camp Invention Games module and 
is led by a Facilitator and Assistant(s). Parents can register their children for 
Extended Day for only an $80 increase in their registration fee.

Value-Added Benefits:
Professional Development: Camp Invention provides 
your educators with practical, research-based strategies 
to bring innovation and creativity into their classrooms 
through engaging curricula founded on scientific inquiry 
and the engineering design process. Educators meet 
their personal and professional development goals by 
making connections from the real-world practice of 
invention to apply to their classroom through a variety 
of delivery models. Through Camp Invention, educators 
learn how to incorporate creative problem solving, 
collaboration, entrepreneurship and more into their 
classrooms. 

Camp Invention team members receive a letter 
of recognition from the United States Patent and 
Trademark Office and a certificate representing up  
to 3 CEUs.*

Counselor-in-Training Program: The Counselor-in-
Training program instills seventh through ninth graders 
with valuable 21st century skills as they practice 
leadership and teamwork, and act as role models for 
Camp Invention participants. CITs inspire participants 
to discover the power of their creativity and overcome 
obstacles; all while learning to set and accomplish 
personal goals.

CAMP INVENTION

*Acceptance of CEUs is subject to your state or district continuing education requirements.
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Host Site provides:
• Physical space (4–6 classrooms and a gym or cafeteria)

• Assistance in distributing promotional materials

• Assistance with the appointment of Program Director  
and team members

Traditional Pricing Options:
Our traditional programs begin with one of three available 
price points: Standard, Premium and PremiumPlus. These 
varied price points offer our educational partners stipends that 
are competitive and meet the demand of the region. We work 
with our educational partners to determine the price point 
that leads to the greatest success of the program. Variations 
from the selected price point include Building Use Fees 
(increase) or local or national scholarships (decrease).

National Inventors Hall of Fame  
provides:

• Complete curricula and lesson plans for four to five 
modules accommodating up to 120 children

• Transferable teaching strategies in inquiry and  
21st century skill building

• Incentive-based program team compensation

• Alignment with national education standards

• All materials for thematic module activities

• Central registration system via our website and  
toll-free phone number

• Administrative and promotional support

• Promotional materials including flyers, banners, 
brochures and posters

• Press releases to local media

• T-shirts for all participants and program team members

• Liability insurance

• A letter of recognition from the United States Patent and 
Trademark Office and a certificate representing up to 3 
CEUs for each Camp Invention team member

Program Details

Program Lengths:
5 Day: Five-day programs operate for 6.5 hours each day,  
for a total of 32.5 hours in a full week.

4 Day: Four-day programs operate for 8 hours a day,  
for a total of 32 hours in a program.

1/2 Day: Half-day programs run for 3.5 hours a day for  
a ten-day period with a total run time of 35 hours.

*Flexible scheduling options are available.

CAMP INVENTION
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Program Teams
Camp Invention uses certified educators within your school or district 
and operates at a 1:8 team member to child ratio. There are many 
benefits to being a member of the program team, from earning a 
stipend to the experience of impacting children in your community. 

Total  
Participants Director Assistant 

Director Instructors Leadership 
Interns

Parent  
Volunteers 
(Optional)

Maximum 
C.I.T.  

Registrations
Camp Parent

35–39 1 0 2 2 2 4 1

40–49 1 0 3 3 2 6 1

50–59 1 0 3 3 3 6 1

60–69 1 0 4 4 3 8 1

70–79 1 1 4 4 3 8 1

80–89 1 1 4 6 4 10 1

90–99 1 1 5 7 4 10 1

100–120 1 1 5 10 4 10 1

CAMP INVENTION
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Role Descriptions
Director
The Director is the liaison between the National Inventors Hall of 
Fame and the host site. Directors are responsible for: promoting 
the program; recruiting, training and supervising of program team 
members; and coordinating site logistics.

Leadership Interns
Leadership Interns serve as role models, mentor Counselors-
in-Training and create a fun environment where innovation 
can thrive, all while learning leadership strategies and 
gaining practical volunteering experience. Leadership Intern 
responsibilities may include: motivating participants to be fully 
engaged, fostering a sense of team spirit and fun, facilitating 
activities such as Base Camp, empowering participants to 
solve problems, escorting children as they travel throughout 
the day, maintaining order, but not discipline, and assisting 
with participant lunch.

Assistant Director (programs with 70+ participants)

The Assistant Director supports the Director in coordinating all 
aspects of the program, as assigned by the Director. Assistant 
Director responsibilities may include: promoting the program, 
facilitating Base Camp activities, overseeing Leadership Interns  
and Counselors-in-Training, keeping inventory of materials and 
helping with on-site coordination. Counselors-In-Training (C.I.T.)

Counselors-in-Training build leadership skills in a dynamic, 
invention-based setting while operating as subject-matter 
experts. Counselor-in-Training responsibilities include: 
watching and reviewing all C.I.T. training material, assisting 
during program setup, following all rules of conduct and safety 
guidelines and assisting the program Director and Instructors 
as needed.

Instructor
Instructors engage children through hands-on, inquiry-based  
activities that are part of an overall storyline and theme. Prior to 
Camp Invention, Instructors assist with promotional efforts and read 
up on their module’s curricula. During Camp Invention, the Instructors 
are provided with step-by-step instructions, guiding questions and 
discussion prompts to present key concepts and highlight inventor 
stories. Many educators are able to transfer their experience from 
Camp Invention to their classrooms.

Volunteers
Volunteers are an integral part of day-to-day activities and 
may be involved with aiding promotional efforts; assisting with 
sign-in and sign-out, Base Camp, lunch and snack time; and 
supporting program setup and cleanup.

Camp Parent
The Camp Parent is responsible for assisting Directors in promoting 
their program on the local level. Camp Parents further the mission 
of Camp Invention and the National Inventors Hall of Fame by 
making their local program a success through increased enrollment. 
Camp Parent responsibilities may include: posting on social media, 
conducting email campaigns, coordinating promotion with PTA/PTO 
councils, distributing flyers and posters and promoting at community 
events and in community newspapers or bulletin boards. Camp 
parents receive one (1) complimentary base price registration for 
their immediate child for their help in promoting camp.

CAMP INVENTION

“Camp Invention does a great job of 
encouraging students and teachers to 
think outside the box. It provides an 
opportunity to teach and learn concepts 
that the regular classroom does not  
have the time to do.”

- Camp Invention Instructor
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Program Team Stipends

Standard Premium PremiumPlus

New Director $625–$1,300 New Director $825–$1,500 New Director $1,225–$1,900

Returning 
Director $700–$1,700 Returning  

Director $900–$1,900 Returning 
Director $1,300–$2,300

New  
Instructor $500–$700 New  

Instructor $650–$850 New  
Instructor $950–$1,150

Returning 
Instructor $525–$725 Returning  

Instructor $675–$875 Returning 
Instructor $975–$1,175

New Assistant 
Director $500–$575 New Assistant 

Director $650–$725 New Assistant 
Director $950–$1,025

Returning 
Assistant  
Director

$525–$600
Returning  
Assistant  
Director

$675–$750
Returning 
Assistant  
Director

$975–$1,050

CAMP INVENTION
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How Camp Invention Works



Partner With Us
• Confirm location and dates

• Confirm Program Director

• Registration opens



Recruit Program Team
• Recruit Instructors

• Recruit Leadership Interns

• Confirm Camp Parent

• Confirm Parent Volunteers

•  First flyer available in 

 October ($25 discount)

• Ship promotional Box  

 to Director

• Director training on  

 promotions begins

• Communicate discount 

 opportunity to host  

 district staff

Promotions Begin

Prepare for Camp Week
•  Director training on logistics begins

•  Confirm minimum participants 

 enrolled three weeks prior to Camp

•  Schedule materials for delivery

•  Confirm program team based on enrollment

SUMMER!
Spring Promotions
• Second flyer available  

 ($15 discount)

• Promote Camp at school  

 functions using hands-on activities

• Third flyer available (no discount)

• Use all program team discounts

CAMP INVENTION
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Licensed
Districts and organizations purchase a one-time license to 
use Camp Invention curricula and materials, giving them the 
freedom to market and run the program their way.

Value-Added Benefits:
Professional Development: Camp Invention provides 
educators with practical, research-based strategies to 
bring innovation and creativity into their classrooms 
through engaging curricula founded on scientific inquiry 
and the engineering design process. Educators meet their 
personal and professional development goals by making 
connections from the real-world practice of invention 
to apply to their classroom through a variety of delivery 
models. Through Camp Invention, educators learn how 
to incorporate creative problem solving, collaboration, 
entrepreneurship and more into their classrooms.

Host Site provides:
• Participant registration

• Hiring and compensation of program team members

• Physical space (4–6 classrooms and a gym or cafeteria)

• Distribution of promotional materials

Pricing Options:

National Inventors Hall of Fame  
provides:

• Complete curricula and lesson plans for four modules 
accommodating up to 120 children

• Program team training guide

• Transferable teaching strategies in Inquiry and  
21st century skill building

• Alignment with national and state education standards

• All materials for thematic module activities

• Flyer template

• T-shirts for all participants and program team

Participants Price

≤35 $4,550

40 $5,200

50 $6,500

60 $7,800

70 $9,100

80 $10,400

90 $11,700

110 $13,550

120 $14,750

CAMP INVENTION

* Per participant pricing available  
upon request.
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Club Invention®
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Program Highlights
Club Invention offers unique opportunities for both 
educators and children, as well as adaptable delivery 
options for each module. All modules align with 
national and state education standards and are 
designed to meet the needs of varying age groups 
through primary and intermediate hands-on activities 
disguised as fun! 

We primarily use a parent-paid model, meaning 
parents pay the tuition. When parent funding is not an 
option, all of our educational programs also qualify for 
Title I, Title II, Title III, 21st CCLC, Migrant Education 
and Early Learning Challenge funding, as well as state 
and local district resource funding.

CLUB INVENTION

Engages participants 
in communication, 
observation, data 

collection and 
teamwork.

Presents participants 
with fun challenges 

that emphasize STEM 
concepts, creative 
problem solving, 
collaboration and 
entrepreneurship 

through innovation.

Provides children 
with an in-depth 

knowledge of real 
inventors and their 

technologies.

Encourages children 
to design functional 

invention prototypes.
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Program Content
Bolder Builders™

Children join engineer, architect and builder Archie Tek in the 
restoration of a town called Unlucky. Children create and test various 
structures for strength and stability, design and create shelters for the 
townspeople and build various animal habitats.

• Creates an understanding of engineering as children model 
and test shelters that will house town residents during different 
weather conditions.

• Explores the engineering of bridges and replication of structures.

Castles, Catapults and Coats of Arms™

Explore medieval history, basic scientific principles and hands-
on creativity through medieval-themed challenges. Participants 
collaborate to complete various tasks while assuming the roles of 
lords, knights, craftspeople and serfs.

• Explores the effects of Archimedes’ principle by sculpting clay 
boats that float across a moat while supporting cargo.

• Allows children to apply science and engineering principles to the 
construction of a castle wall.

Echo and Axon: A Prototyping Adventure™

Inspired by the comics of real-life inventor superheroes from 
the National Inventors Hall of Fame, children create solutions 
to STEM-based challenges including creating alternative energy 
source prototypes, chasm-crossers and water filters as they apply 
mathematics to rescue Echo and Axon.

• Challenges children to explore alternative energy sources.

• Demonstrates practical use of mathematics and how mathematics 
is used in engineering.

CLUB INVENTION
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Program Content
Passage to Planet ROG™

Club Invention participants travel to the distant Planet ROG and 
develop several different devices to help them solve problems in 
space and on the planet.

• Combines deductive thinking and creative problem solving to 
promote scientific inquiry.

• Allows children to engage in communication, observation,  
data collection and teamwork.

E.Z. Science™

A world-famous science magazine needs help getting next month’s issue 
on the streets. Children must help E.Z. Science Journal by providing 
inventive science and mathematical solutions to everyday problems. 
They must conduct experiments, solve puzzles and create a game with 
instructions.

• Uses mathematics and experimentation to create timepieces that 
measure specific time periods.

• Utilizes chemical reactions to create a specific amount of gas to  
fill a balloon.

Flight Sight™

Participants explore how innovations in flight have made it possible to 
see the world from different perspectives. They experiment with devices 
that may help them jump higher, create three-dimensional maps, design 
and fly huge paper airplanes and much more!

• Investigates Bernoulli’s principle and the concept of flight.

• Examines different perspectives to look at Earth formations and 
topographical maps.

CLUB INVENTION
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Program Content
CLUB INVENTION

Phys. Ed: Physics in Motion™

Children create games incorporating the laws of gravity, energy, 
motion and magnetism based on the work of scientists such as Italian 
physicist Galileo Galilei, Sir Isaac Newton and Daniel Bernoulli, who 
all helped answer questions about how and why objects move.

• Uses Galileo’s work as inspiration to build games that 
demonstrate the movement of objects.

• Uses Newton’s theories to demonstrate center of gravity and 
create a tower of objects using unusual materials.

SOS: Endangered Earth™

The Club Invention team has been challenged to save the homes 
of animals across the country! From roving black bears to birds 
threatened by oil spills, children think of new, clever ideas for building 
safe animal spaces.

• Incorporates the concept of ecology to educate participants 
about preserving natural resources and protecting  
endangered species.

• Explores habitats of animals and challenges participants to  
build inventions to solve the challenges of human and wild  
animal interactions.

Trash Island: A Garbage Patch Journey™

Club Invention participants learn of the extreme buildup of  
trash in the North Pacific Central Ocean Gyre, and they face  
ocean research challenges requiring creative thinking, problem 
solving and teamwork skills.

• Identifies ways that waste makes its way into water systems  
and oceans.

• Fosters the practice of recycling and its importance in  
sustainable living.

Wheel of Invention™

Welcome to the latest game show sensation sweeping the 
nation—this is Wheel of Invention! Contestants compete in the 
Entrepreneurial Game Arena, buzz in to answer interesting trivia  
and wow the audience with amazing invention prototypes.

• Incorporates creativity, innovation, design engineering, design 
thinking and creative problem solving.

• Utilizes a game show-like wheel to deliver invention challenges 
and inspiration from nature.
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Traditional
Traditional Club Invention programs provide a turnkey delivery 
and implementation experience. Included in this experience are 
marketing and promotional materials, full curricula and instructional 
documents, liability insurance, team member compensation, online 
registration services and dedicated customer support.

Traditional Club Invention programs are typically hosted at a  
local school and taught by certified educators within the host  
school district.

Host Site provides:
• Single classroom

• One Instructor

• Minimum of 12 participants; maximum of 22 participants

• Flyer/registration form distribution

National Inventors Hall of Fame  
provides:
• Curriculum for selected module

• 100% of hands-on materials

• Instructor training and operational guide

• Flyer template

Value-Added Benefits:
Professional Development: Club Invention provides 
educators with practical, research-based strategies to 
bring innovation and creativity into their classrooms 
through engaging curricula founded on scientific 
inquiry and the engineering design process. Educators 
make connections from the real-world practice of 
invention to their classroom practice through a variety 
of delivery models designed to meet their personal 
and professional development goals. At Club Invention, 
educators will learn how to incorporate creative 
problem solving, collaboration, entrepreneurship and 
more into their classrooms. 

Club Invention instructors receive a letter of recognition 
from the United States Patent and Trademark Office and 
a certificate representing 0.8 CEUs.*

Program Lengths:
5 Day: Club Invention programs operate over five sessions at 1.5 
hours per session. Sessions can run in any time frame dictated by 
the host district, spanning a week to multiple months.

8 Day: A variation of standard Club Invention operation time 
frames, 8-session programs run for 1 hour per session and are 
provided an 8-session addendum to adjust program curricula. 
Sessions can be held in any time frame dictated by the host 
district, spanning a week to multiple months.

CLUB INVENTION

*Acceptance of CEUs is subject to your state or district 
continuing education requirements.
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Program Details
Pricing Options: 
Parent Paid—Registrations are handled directly by the National 
Inventors Hall of Fame.

• Standard: Standard pricing is our nationally released base price 
of $59. Variations from Standard pricing include Building Use 
Fees (increase) or local or national scholarships (decrease).

• Premium: Premium pricing is an increase in our base price. 
Premium pricing is used to increase Instructor stipends at 
program locations that require such. Variations from Premium 
pricing also include Building Use Fees (increase) or local or 
national scholarships (decrease).

Stipend Options:
Per Participant 

Price Instructor Stipend

$59 $200 = 12 – 19 
$250 = +20 participants$62

$65 $250

$69 $300

$75 $350

$79 $400

CLUB INVENTION
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Licensed
Districts and organizations purchase a one-time license to use 
Club Invention curricula and materials, giving them the freedom to 
market and run the program their way.

Value-Added Benefits:
Professional Development: Club Invention provides 
educators with practical, research-based strategies to 
bring innovation and creativity into their classrooms 
through engaging curricula founded on scientific inquiry 
and the engineering design process. Educators make 
connections from the real-world practice of invention 
to apply to their classroom practice through a variety 
of delivery models designed to meet their personal 
and professional development goals. At Club Invention, 
educators will learn how to incorporate creative 
problem solving, collaboration, entrepreneurship and 
more into their classrooms.

Host Site provides:
• Single classroom

• One Instructor

• Up to 22 participants

• Flyer/registration form distribution

National Inventors Hall of Fame  
provides:
• Curriculum for selected module

• 100% of hands-on materials

• Instructor Training Guide

• Flyer/registration form template

Pricing Options: 
• $1,000 

*Additional pricing options available.

CLUB INVENTION
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Invention Project®
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Program Highlights
Invention Project offers unique opportunities for both 
educators and children, as well as adaptable delivery 
options for each module. Sessions stand alone or fit 
together in any setting, from once-a-week, after-school 
programs to a fully immersive, five-day summer camp 
experience! There are multiple program options available 
to meet your unique needs. 

All of our educational programs also qualify for Title I, 
Title II, Title III, 21st CCLC, Migrant Education and Early 
Learning Challenge funding, as well as state and local 
district resource funding.

INVENTION PROJECT

Brings the wisdom, ingenuity 
and inspiration of Collegiate 

Inventors and National 
Inventors Hall of Fame 

Inductees into the classroom 
and the lives of participants.

Promotes 21st century 
skills such as teamwork, 

communication and 
collaboration, as well 
as financial literacy, 
through engaging, 

hands-on challenges that 
merge invention and 

entrepreneurship.

Employs the design-thinking 
process, focusing on key 

skills, such as empathizing 
with product users, as a 

way of analyzing the gaps 
that often lead to novel and 

useful inventions.

Gives middle schoolers 
the opportunity to sketch, 
incubate, prototype, test, 

reflect and refine their 
ideas through activities that 
promote self-expression and 

self-confidence.

Provides an opportunity 
for middle schoolers to 

develop an understanding of 
the value of their own and 

others’ Intellectual Property, 
as well as the ways in which 

the United States’ patent 
and trademark system fuels 

innovation.
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Program Content
Invention Project I:
In Transit 
Innovators receive brainstorming inspirations from Post-it® Notes 
co-inventor Spencer Silver and a personal transportation device 
challenge from Steadicam® inventor Garrett Brown, both of whom 
are National Inventors Hall of Fame Inductees.

Extreme Shoe 
Teams are inspired by the work of Nike® co-founder William 
Bowerman to develop innovative shoes and then enter a mock free-
market economy.

Move It 
Innovators build STEAM as they create their own kinetic sculptures 
and chain reactions using gears, motors, pulleys and more.

Mod My Sunglasses 
Forbes Leadership Editor Fred Allen gives innovators leadership tips, 
which they apply to rapid prototyping sunglasses and navigating a 
leadership communication game.

On the Circuit 
Innovators receive a video message from the collegiate inventors 
who created the Titan Arm, a bionic arm that enhances human 
strength, and then create their own wearable tech.

Tech Messaging 
Teams use adaptive innovation to evolve text messaging while 
discovering their own personal problem-solving style.

Video Game Design 
Innovators are challenged to promote health and wellness through 
innovative video games that will hook a venture capitalist.

Mini-Bot 
Teams explore circuitry basics as they design and challenge their 
own motor-powered creatures and meet H.E.R.A.L.D., a search and 
rescue robot made by collegiate inventors.

Programmable Bot 
Innovators learn about networking and then work together to build 
and program robots, as well as design unique courses and branding 
for RoboLand.

Innovate 
The sky is the limit as Innovators look for what inventions are 

“missing” in the world while being inspired by National Inventors Hall 
of Fame Inductee Garrett Brown.

INVENTION PROJECT

*Additional modules and descriptions available upon request.

Hangout Space™ 
Hangout Space complements Innovators' session experiences with themed activity kits that promote team building and social engagement.

M.O.V.E.: Motion, Obstacles, Variety, Excitement™ 
M.O.V.E. builds self-confidence, teamwork, cooperation and coordination skills through creative problem-solving challenges.
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Program Content
Invention Project II:
Solar Power 
Innovators consider alternative energy by wiring their own solar-
powered circuits and designing the next big thing under the sun.

Glow Games 
Innovators design rapid prototypes, explore marketing by designing 
glowing signs for their businesses and then apply for mock 
trademarks to protect their intellectual property.

Mix Lab 
Innovators test out various experiments—exploring polymer snow, 
acids and bases, salty solutions and colorful goo! Then they roll up 
their sleeves and conduct their own experiments to investigate their 
curiosity for chemistry.

Art of Motion 
Innovators merge creativity and science the same way National 
Inventors Hall of Fame Inductee and musician Les Paul did when he 
invented the Solid Body Electric Guitar.

Pranks and Gags 
Innovators follow in the footsteps of National Inventors Hall of Fame 
Inductee Milton Bradley, the developer of the social game, as they 
take on an entertaining challenge.

Make Tank 
From doughy Squishy Circuits® to light-up cards and lanterns, 
Innovators explore tech materials to reshape their lives and world 
through making!

Change Agent 
Innovators quickly design a medicinal delivery system. Next, teams 
must create business plans and gain investors to help their medical 
start-up company.

Next Drone 
Innovators discover how the digital camera, invented by National 
Inventors Hall of Fame Inductee Steve Sasson, is creating exciting 
possibilities for drone technology.

RC Origami Bot 
Innovators build and operate their own do-it-yourself Remote-
Controlled Origami Robot!.

Perfect Pitch 
Innovators create the next best-selling prototype of their choice and 
pitch their designs to an angel investor.

INVENTION PROJECT

*Additional modules and descriptions available upon request.

Hangout Space™ 
Hangout Space complements Innovators' session experiences with themed activity kits that promote team building and social engagement.

M.O.V.E.: Motion, Obstacles, Variety, Excitement™ 
M.O.V.E. builds self-confidence, teamwork, cooperation and coordination skills through creative problem-solving challenges.
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Program Content
Invention Project III:
Twilight Zone 
Innovators dive deep under the ocean with National Inventors Hall 
of Fame Inductee Jacques Cousteau and discover the Twilight Zone 
where they spend earned “Curren-Sea” to design and build their 
own Twilight Zone research vehicles.

Night Life 
Innovators explore the world of production as they work to make a 
big splash in the community and get everyone talking about the new 
Twilight Zone exhibit at a public aquarium.

Deserted Island 
Teams find themselves stranded in one of four different island 
ecosystems where they must decipher codes to grow food 
sustainably and use the energy earned to recover wreckage  
materials for building survival inventions.

HoverSport 
Innovators develop a rapid prototype of a new kind of sport that is 
played while hovering above the ground, then they determine the 
best way to produce their sports products so they will fly off the 
shelves.

Purrfect Pet Product 
Inspired by collegiate inventors who created an invention for 
veterinarians to help pets, teams perform lab analyses and  
design an innovative product to diagnose and save a pet.

Time Machines 
After exploring patents, trademarks and copyrights, Innovators 
are challenged to build a patentable, futuristic time machine from 
common objects.

Planetary Science 
Hearing about National Inventors Hall of Fame Inductee Robert 
Angel’s innovative, lightweight telescopic mirrors, Innovators set their 
sights on the universe to discover new planets, race rovers to collect 
planetary data and terraform planets for future human habitation.

Architecture and Demolition 
Innovators demolish a series of buildings that are not quite up to 
code and then set out to design and build a structure to meet the 
client's needs and structural load demands while also considering 
the Cost of Goods.

Flying Circuits 
Innovators are welcomed to the greatest electronics show on  
Earth as they build their own flying electronic birds, mod them  
and practice interesting tricks, all while exploring the concepts 
needed for flight.

Inspired 
After exploring the life-changing innovations of the National 
Inventors Hall of Fame Inductees, Innovators are empowered to 
design their own innovations from scratch using their ingenuity, 
resourcefulness and prototyping abilities.

INVENTION PROJECT

*Additional modules and descriptions available upon request.

Hangout Space™ 
Hangout Space complements Innovators' session experiences with themed activity kits that promote team building and social engagement.

M.O.V.E.: Motion, Obstacles, Variety, Excitement™ 
M.O.V.E. builds self-confidence, teamwork, cooperation and coordination skills through creative problem-solving challenges.
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Traditional
Traditional Invention Project programs provide a turnkey delivery and 
implementation experience. Included in this experience are marketing 
and promotional materials, full curricula and instructional documents, 
liability insurance, team member compensation, online registration 
services and dedicated customer support.

Traditional Invention Project programs are typically hosted at a local 
school and taught by certified educators within the host school district.

Value-Added Benefits:
Professional Development: Invention Project 
provides your educators with practical, research-based 
strategies to bring innovation and creativity into their 
classrooms through engaging curricula founded on 
scientific inquiry and the engineering design process. 
Through Invention Project, educators learn how to 
incorporate entrepreneurship, as well as other business 
principals such as team building, rapid prototyping, 
market research and much more into their classrooms. 
Educators make connections from the real-world 
practice of invention to apply to their classroom practice 
through a variety of delivery models designed to meet 
their personal and professional development goals.

Invention Project instructors receive a letter of 
recognition from the United States Patent and 
Trademark Office and a certificate representing  
up to 3 CEUs depending on sessions.*

Host Site provides:
• Single classroom

• One Instructor

• Minimum of 12 participants, maximum of 25

• Flyer/registration form distribution

National Inventors Hall of Fame  
provides:

• Complete curricula and lesson plans

• All materials

• Instructor compensation

• Transferable teaching strategies in Inquiry and  
21st century skill building

• Alignment with national education standards

• Central registration system

• Promotional support

• T-shirts for all participants and program team members

• Liability insurance

Program Lengths: 
10 Sessions = 15 Hours

12 Sessions = 18 Hours

14 Sessions = 21 Hours

16 Sessions = 24 Hours

18 Sessions = 27 Hours

20 Sessions = 30 Hours

INVENTION PROJECT

*Acceptance of CEUs is subject to your state or district 
continuing education requirements.
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*Stipends include a $150 bonus for programs with 20+ participants

Standard

#of Sessions Price Stipend Range

10 Sessions $185 $375 - $525

12 Sessions $210 $425 - $575

14 Sessions $235 $475 - $625

16 Sessions $260 $525 - $675

18 Sessions $285 $575 - $725

20 Sessions $310 $625 - $775

PremiumPlus

#of Sessions Price Stipend Range

10 Sessions $205 $575 - $725

12 Sessions $230 $625 - $775

14 Sessions $255 $675 - $825

16 Sessions $280 $725 - $875

18 Sessions $305 $775 - $925

20 Sessions $330 $825 - $975

Premium

#of Sessions Price Stipend Range

10 Sessions $195 $475 - $625

12 Sessions $220 $525 - $675

14 Sessions $245 $575 - $725

16 Sessions $270 $625 - $775

18 Sessions $295 $675 - $825

20 Sessions $320 $725 - $875

Additional Programing

Module Price Stipend

Hangout Space Additional $10 Additional $25

M.O.V.E. Additional $15 Additional $25

Program Details
Pricing and Stipend Options: (per participant)

INVENTION PROJECT
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Licensed
Licensed Invention Project programs are purchased in bulk 
by school districts. Licensed programs include both curricula 
and materials, giving them the freedom to market and run the 
program their way.

Value-Added Benefits:
Professional Development: Invention Project 
provides your educators with practical, research-based 
strategies to bring innovation and creativity into their 
classrooms through engaging curricula founded on 
scientific inquiry and the engineering design process. 
Through Invention Project, educators learn how to 
incorporate entrepreneurship, as well as other business 
principals such as team building, rapid prototyping, 
market research, and much more into their classrooms. 
Educators make connections from the real-world 
practice of invention to their classroom practice through 
a variety of delivery models designed to meet their 
personal and professional development goals.

Host Site provides:
• Single classroom

• One Instructor

• Minimum of 12 participants, maximum of 25

• Flyer/registration form distribution

National Inventors Hall of Fame  
provides:
• Complete curricula and lesson plans

• All materials

• Transferable teaching strategies in Inquiry and  
  21st century skill building

• Alignment with national education standards

• Flyer/Registration form template

• T-Shirts for all participants and program team members

10 Sessions = 15 Hours

12 Sessions = 18 Hours

14 Sessions = 21 Hours

16 Sessions = 24 Hours

18 Sessions = 27 Hours

20 Sessions = 30 Hours

Pricing Options:

Program Lengths:

10  
Sessions

12  
Sessions

14  
Sessions

16  
Sessions

18  
Sessions

20  
Sessions

1 – 5  
Programs*

$3,375 $3,750 $4,100 $4,425 $4,725 $5,000

Hangout 
Space

$250 $250 $250 $250 $250 $250

M.O.V.E. $375 $375 $375 $375 $375 $375

# of Hours 15 18 21 24 27 30

INVENTION PROJECT

*Additional pricing options available 
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Professional Development
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Program Features and Benefits
Implementation Options

EMBEDDED IN  
LAB EXPERIENCE

STAND ALONE 
WORKSHOP

LAB EXPERIENCE  
+ WORKSHOP

365 SUPPORT  
+ WORKSHOP

NO WORKSHOP Workshops are half day, hands-on and interactive,  
with all materials provided. (minimum 25 participants)

Direct experience with facilitating a National Inventors Hall of Fame (NIHF) STEM enrichment program  
(Camp Invention, Invention Project, Club Invention or Invention Playground) ü ü ü

Access to the NIHF instructional strategies embedded in the program curriculum that foster and promote an 
innovative and creativity-based classroom and are transferable to the school-year environment ü ü ü

Basic instructor training via online resources focused on the NIHF approach to instruction on how to integrate 
STEM content with student-centered instructional strategies ü ü ü

Quarterly newsletters via email to provide encouragement and helpful information to promote  
and maintain the transference of program experience ü ü ü

Formal introduction to the NIHF instructional pedagogy that focuses on creativity  
and critical thinking through real-world challenges ü ü ü

Opportunity to participate in a hands-on, interactive experience that will introduce them to the  
engineering design process in an innovative and creativity-based teaching and learning environment ü ü ü

Educationally sound, evidenced-based instructional methods that support the development of  
critical thinkers and creative problem solvers ü ü ü

Six key concepts necessary for innovative teaching and learning from the insightful wisdom of  
the NIHF Inductees ü ü ü

Opportunity to practice NIHF teaching strategies with an emphasis on STEM,  
collaboration, entrepreneurship, innovation and inspiration while gaining specific academic  

knowledge of the creative process
ü ü ü

Opportunity to have access during the school year to STEM curriculum that will reinforce the  
NIHF instructional strategies and philosophies ü

• Reinforces educationally sound, evidence-based instructional methods that  
provide immersive, hands-on experiences and promote open, safe environments  
that encourage risk taking and searching for solutions.

• Enhances educators’ STEM knowledge and skills through engagement in scientific 
inquiry and the engineering design process.

• Develops educators’ 21st century knowledge and skills in creativity,  
creative problem solving, innovation, teamwork, collaboration and the 
entrepreneurial mindset.

• Encourages the transfer of inquiry-based science experiences into educators’ 
classrooms, including effective strategies for developing creative challenges  
for students.

Program Highlights

*Pricing for all features available upon request.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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